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Jonathan Schechter – “Corpus Callosum” Column
Jackson Hole News&Guide – December 29, 2010

I was on my way to graduate school when I first moved to Jackson Hole.

Following my post-undergrad job, there was a nine month gap before grad school began.  To fill it, I
grabbed a job at KMTN, figuring I’d never have another chance to live in a place like Jackson Hole.

A few years later, I returned to Jackson Hole for a visit and stopped by the station to say hi.   Since I’d
left, KMTN had been sold by its owner, Captain Bob Morris, to a Boston-based media company.  To my ear,
the biggest difference resulting from the sale was how it changed the nature of the employees’ complaints. 
When I worked at KMTN, most of the complaints focused on Captain Bob’s eccentricities.  After the sale, the
complaints focused on how the new owners were running the station like a “real business.”  Most notable was
a comment from a long-time employee whom I’d always viewed as the “Complainer in Chief”: “I wish Capt.
Bob still owned the station.  We didn’t realize how good we had it under him.”

The “Complainer in Chief’s” remark was one of two things that came to mind when I read that Snow
King Resort wants to sell the Snow King Ski Area.  The other was that the sale of Snow King will force
Jackson Hole to answer a fundamental question: What does “The Town Hill” really mean to this community?

There seem to be two constants among Jackson Hole’s winter recreation enthusiasts: taking Snow
King for granted, and complaining about the Jackson Hole Mountain Resort.  While both may be warranted,
the simple reality is that both Snow King and the Mountain Resort give back to the community far more than
they would under other owners.  For this we must thank the generosity and civic-mindedness of, respectively,
the consortium which owns Snow King and the Kemmerer family.

In particular, it’s long been clear that, if either Snow King or the Village ever does change ownership,
simple economics will dictate at least one of two fundamental changes to their operations: skiers will pay
more and/or the new owners will give back less to the community. This will be especially true if either Snow
King or the Village are sold to a public company or private equity firm.

Last week’s announcement brought this reality into sharp focus.  I don’t know the specifics of Snow
King’s situation, but I do know that the ski area has been a money-loser for decades.  When times were
good, Snow King Resort could justify the loss as a marketing expense, for it used ski passes to lure lucrative
winter tour groups.  However, because recent property development efforts apparently haven’t worked as
planned, the resort can no longer afford to lose hundreds of thousands each year on what has amounted to a
promotional amenity.

So where does that leave the community?  In my view, in exactly the same place as we were five
years ago.  

By this I mean that, on December 28, 2005, I published a column about the Jackson Hole Mountain
Resort’s plan to de-commission the old tram and not pay for a new one.  My suggestion?  Form a community
corporation to buy a new tram, selling tens of thousands of inexpensive shares to raise the necessary capital. 
The key proviso would be that “Jackson Hole Community Skiing” would have the right of first refusal to buy
the entire Jackson Hole Mountain Resort should the Kemmerer family ever sell it, thereby keeping ownership
both local and community-minded.

That idea obviously went nowhere, but there’s no reason it can’t be used to keep “The Town Hill” truly
the Town Hill.
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There are a handful of community-owned ski areas around the country, including Mt. Ashland in
Ashland, Oregon and Bridger Bowl outside of Bozeman.  Closer to home is Pinedale’s White Pine Ski Area. 
What all these places share is their communities’ desire to have a local ski area, run by and for local skiing
enthusiasts.

The big difference between those areas and Snow King is, of course, the presence of the Big One:
the Jackson Hole Mountain Resort.  Because of the Mountain Resort, if Snow King does close, it won’t mean
the end of local skiing.  That renders Snow King more of a luxury than a necessity, leading back to the
question posed earlier: Does “The Town Hill” really mean anything besides Snow King’s location?  We’ll soon
find out.

One way for the community to support Snow King is, of course, to use public funds.  However, given
that Snow King currently loses lots of money (the exact figure hasn’t been made public, but estimates range
from $100,000-$600,000/year), and given that the Town and County cut a combined $5 million out of their
operating budgets this fiscal year, I don’t see it making either economic or political sense for local government
to assume financial liability for the ski area.

I also don’t see Snow King becoming a traditional non-profit, for reasons ranging from difficulties with
capitalization to non-profit fatigue.

However, there are two models out there which scream “The Town Hill.”  One is having Snow King
owned and operated as co-op, the route taken by the Mad River Glen ski area
(http://www.madriverglen.com/coop/?Page=.%2F1about.htm&dir=).  The other is running it as a privately-
owned public non-profit, the route taken by the Green Bay Packers
(http://www.packers.com/community/shareholders.html).

Pursuing either option will require enough capital to put the operation on a solid financial footing.   In
particular, let’s assume Jackson Hole Community Skiing will need 10 years’ worth of operating capital in the
bank.  Assuming they lose $500,000/year, that’s $5 million.  How to raise that much?

I envision selling 50,000 shares of stock at $100/share, with no entity being able to own more than,
say, five percent of the total.  At $100, shares would be affordable to just about anyone, so the challenge
would be to drum up interest.  Addressing this challenge will be the litmus test for those who love the King.

To encourage sales, the new ownership could do things like require all season pass holders to own at
least one share of stock.  They could also incent share-buying by throwing in a few lift tickets with each
share.  Steps like that would be important because the real key to making a local ownership model successful
will be increasing the community’s sense of connection with Snow King; in particular, making tangible the
currently-abstract sense of “community ownership.”

This feeling of ownership will be critical because even the most popular ski resorts are economically
marginal businesses.  Making things worse for Snow King is that it is forever doomed to live in the shadow of
Teton Village: the King is far too small to ever be a tourist draw on its own, and as mentioned earlier, it’s not
even the only game in town.  As a result, if Snow King is going to succeed on its own, it needs to do two
things: increase skier days among locals, and become the most creative and nimble ski area in the US.  

Local ownership holds the best hope for meeting these two goals, for it will give thousands of people
a clear incentive to help Snow King succeed.  For Snow King, this will result not only in more skier days, but
also in more ideas – for new events, new revenues, new marketing approaches; the whole panoply of energy
and suggestions that will come when thousands of owners each have a direct stake in the mountain’s
success.
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And things can branch out from there.  What if students raise money so their schools can own
shares?  And what if the schools then integrate that ownership into their economics and civics curricula?  Or
what if the lodging community buys blocks of shares en masse, thereby aligning their interests with those of
Snow King?  The possibilities are endless.

One of the themes I’ll be exploring in 2011 is “Jackson Hole at a crossroads.”  By this I mean that,
going forward, we as a community will no longer be able to rely on tourism and construction to provide the
solid core of middle class jobs they’ve generated for decades.  As a result, over the next few years we’ll have
to choose one of two basic directions: Create and actively embrace a new and different future or,
alternatively, make a futile attempt to re-create the past.  Sadly, fear and inertia suggest we’ll likely choose
the latter course.  Alternatively, creating a local ownership model for Snow King would nudge us toward the
former.  That would be truly exciting, and I hope we have the courage to pursue it.


